This 1880s view looks north from the roof of the Central School, which sat near the southeast corner of Sixth Avenue and
in the foreground, this neighborhood was part of north Seattle. Queen Anne· Hill and Lake Union are in the distance.
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This pioneer photographer climbed on one
landmark and turned away from the others.
avid Roby Judkins, pioneer photographer of this week's historical
scene, ran a short advertisement
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class cabinets at $2.50 a dozen.··
These cabinets were not pieces
of furniture but the then-popular
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offer was a good one -

in fact,

d~~eek later, on Sept. 3, Judkins and
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McCiaire, met for a little price-fixing. Together they ran a P-1 ad under the resolute
headline, "NOTICE...
"We, the UNDERSIGNED PHOTOGRAPHERS, have decided that the present prices
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The neighborhood's most dramatic transformation came
with cut to accommodate lnterstate·S.
4
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concluded to act in . concert and harmony,
and ask a more reasonable recompense for
our skill and labor."
From then on, the quartet would charge
$5 a dozen for cabinet prints.
Although his bread-and-butter was prob·
ably portraits, Judkins paid particular attention to outside work offering views of Seattle
and the surrounding country. This week's
historical photograph is one of these outside

views of Seattle. Although probably not
among his biggest sellers, it is still very
revealing of a part of the city rarely
photographed in the 1880s.
Judkins shot this scene from the roof of
Central School at Sixth Avenue and Madi·
son street. (A little of the top trim of that
landmark's north gable rises into the photo's
lower lefthand comer.) With this scene,
Judkins looked away from the city's center
and its landmarks and north toward the still·
forested Queen Anne Hill on the left and the
rough shores of Lake Union on the right.
The intersection of Seventh and Spring is in
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the
May 1. 1883, and
was then the largest school in Washington
Territory. For five years it was the dominant
landmark on Seattle's horizon. The city was
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this photo begins to reveal, so was the
neighborhood north of it. Judkins probably
recorded this view some little time before
Central School burned down in April 1888.
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so
a raft and steamed his cameras, cabinets,
rings and lockets into the remotest channels
of Puget Sound. Judkins was based in
Seattle for 20 years.
In 1903, at the age of 64, he moved to
California - not to retire, but to take more
views in an outside more sunny and
salubrious to an aging photographer.
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